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Who lives here?Margaret Orchard, a solicitor, with
her husband Rob, who works in the financial services
industry, and their daughter Sally, eight.
How long have they lived here? They bought their
15th century farmhouse in Bromeswell, Suffolk, 16
years ago. Originally a dairy farm, the kitchen had been
designed to keep cool and dark. Margaret wanted to
encourage more light into the kitchen without altering
the integrity of the room.
Description of kitchen: The simple style of
Debenvale’s hand-painted tulip wood units combine
with French oak worktops and upstands to give a rustic
look to this working kitchen. The oak shelving adds a
touch of bygone charm and reflects how the room
would have been used during its days as a dairy.
The natural beauty of the beams is highlighted with
light reflecting walls, painted in Gardenia, while the
warmth of the cream ESSE range cooker completes
the kitchen perfectly.
For a similar Debenvale kitchen, you can expect to
pay from around £25,000.
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KITCHENFLOORPLAN:

INSIDE INFO:

Homespun
honesty

This 15th century farmhouse kitchen has been designed
to keep the honesty and integrity of the beautiful
interior and work in harmony with the original features.

Margaret and Rob Orchard were never
in a rush to make sweeping changes
to their Suffolk farmhouse. Having

moved into the former dairy, over 16 years ago,
they had only made minor alterations to the
kitchen, replacing the previous worktop with
a wooden one and buying a second-hand
Rayburn for the chimneybreast.

“It was very dark in the kitchen and
although I always wanted to do something with
it, I kept putting it off because I knew it was
going to be an expensive job,” explains
Margaret, who adds: “I was also determined
to wait until I could afford to replace the
quarry tiles on the floor.”

Then when she received a small inheritance

from an aunt who loved to cook, she decided
that the perfect tribute would be to refit
the kitchen in her aunt’s memory. “I wanted
to remember that it’s an old dairy and I
wasn’t looking to make a ground-breaking
design statement,” says Margaret.

On the advice of her friend, Hazel, she
was keen to keep everything simple and avoid
elements that over complicated the room.
Hazel suggested using inset framed kitchen
units, by Debenvale, and the simple clean lines
of the tulip wood doors have proved an ideal
choice. They have been built around the
original brickwork in the kitchen that
Margaret wanted to retain and hand-painted
in Farrow & Ball’s Bone.

Left Margaret is delighted
with the simple styling of
her rustic kitchen, designed
and installed by local
company, Debenvale.
Above A French oak
worktop complements the
beautiful oak beams that
dominate the room.
Below In line with the
simplicity of the kitchen,
the oak worktop has been
kept flush over the double
sink area, which is set off
with smart Perrin & Rowe
pewter taps.
Right Sliding drawers in
the larder cupboard enable
ease of use and maximise
the available space.
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Debenvale (kitchen design and installation),
tel: 01394 421214 or visit www.debenvale.com
ESSE (range cooker) tel: 01282 813235 or visit
www.esse.com
Farrow & Ball (paint) visit www.farrow-ball.com
Franke (sink) visit www.franke.com
Hazel Worthey (colour scheme) tel: 07913628965
Neff (integrated fridge, dishwasher) visit
www.neff.co.uk
Perrin & Rowe (taps) tel: 01708 526361
or visit www.perrineandrowe.com
Tower Reclamations (flooring) tel: 01449 766095
or visit www.tower-reclaim.co.uk

Address book

Themain preparation area in the kitchen is a
peninsular of units finished off with a worktop
in French oak. The units echo the line of a
ceiling beam positioned through the middle of
the kitchen, working well to separate the
working part of the kitchen from the informal
dining area.

In line with keeping the kitchen true to its
origins, oak shelving has been used rather than
wall cupboards. “They would have had wall
shelves in the dairy and just nailed them to the
walls,” says Margaret. Apart from providing
plenty of storage for her jars of cereal and rice
without hiding the beams, she likes how they
help to frame the room.

The rustic heart of this kitchen is the cream
range cooker that takes pride of place in the
fireplace. “I didn’t want to be scuttling coal into
the Rayburn when I was pregnant, so we
splashed out and brought an oil-fuelled
ESSE”, smiles Margaret.

A lived-in look
Margaret believes that a kitchen is a workshop
rather than a lifestyle statement. Follow these
tips to create that lived-in look:
• Steer away from fitted units and opt for dressers
and stand-alone cupboards to give rustic charm to
your kitchen. Margaret had the dresser added to
the kitchen after completion.

• Opt for a pine or oak farmhouse table to bring
the warmth of solid wood to your dining area.

• Fit wall shelving rather than fitted units to open up
the space and create a traditional farmhouse look.

• Seek out your local reclamation dealer to source
beautiful bricks for your floor.

• Invest in an integrated dishwasher and forget
about the piles of washing up.

Above The oak dining table comes from the Oxfordshire
house where Margaret was raised as a child, reminding
her of her ‘Milly Molly Mandy’ upbringing.
Right These storage shelves are very handy within easy
reach for Margaret.

Above With a view of her country garden from the
window, Margaret says this makes washing up feel
like far less of a chore.
Right Margaret loves the ESSE Premier oil-fired range
cooker which is located where the fireplace was, although
she admits that Rob does all of the cooking. Margaret
chose this to make her life easier while pregnant.
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A local builder laid the floor using split bricks
from Tower Reclamations; it follows through
from the floor in the adjacent hallway. The
builder also plastered the back of the
peninsular of units using a rustic finish.
“I wanted it to look as if one of the farm
labourers had done it,” says Margaret.

Having waited 16 years to remodel the
kitchen, the couple are delighted with the new
design that still retains elements of the original
kitchen, but is now amuch lighter andmore
workable space. “It all went surprisingly well,”
saysMargaret, “from a stress-free installation,
to a kitchen that works in harmony.” There’s no
doubt that Aunt Silvia would have approved.

“It all went surprisingly well, from a stress-free
installation to a kitchen that works in harmony.”


